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ABSTRACT
The paper describes a generic, open-source infrastructure
called SearchBestie (or S’Bestie for short) that we propose as
a platform for experimenting with search-based techniques
and for applying them in the area of software testing. Fur-
ther, motivated by a lack of research on search-based testing
targeted at identifying concurrency-related problems, we in-
stantiate S’Bestie for search-based testing of concurrent pro-
grams using the IBM’s concurrency testing infrastructure
called ConTest. We demonstrate capabilities of S’Bestie on
a series of experiments, which—despite we have just started
our experiments with S’Bestie—also illustrate the fact that
search-based testing can be quite useful in the context of
testing concurrent programs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Tech-
niques; D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and De-
bugging

General Terms
Verification, Testing, Searching

1. INTRODUCTION
Concurrent, or multi-threaded, programming has become

highly popular. New technologies such as multi-core proces-
sors have become widely available and cheap enough to be
used in common computers. However, as concurrent pro-
gramming is far more demanding, its increased use leads
to a significantly increased number of bugs that appear in
commercial software due to errors in synchronization of its
concurrent threads. This stimulates a more intense research
in the field of detecting and removing such bugs.
One of the most common approaches used for uncover-

ing bugs in software is in general testing. However, finding
good test cases that will exercise a large enough portion of
the behaviour of programs is not easy. That is why, various
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approaches to automated test generation are sought, includ-
ing the use of various advanced search algorithms, searching
through the state space of possible test settings, yielding the
so called search-based testing [23].

The problem of uncovering bugs in concurrency by testing
is in particular difficult since the bugs may manifest only un-
der very special scheduling circumstances. One of the ways
to cope with this situation is to use techniques suitably in-
fluencing scheduling, such as noise injection [9], and then, of
course, use repeated test execution. However, finding a good
setting of the noise injection is not easy as well as it is not
easy to see how much time to spend on a repeated execu-
tion of a single basic test and when to move to another one
in order to maximize chances to find bugs within the avail-
able time. For solving these problems, one may again resort
to search algorithms and obtain a search-based concurrency
testing environment. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowl-
edge, such a possibility has not attracted research attention
yet.

Motivated by the above, we propose a new generic, open
source platform intended to provide an environment for ex-
perimenting with search-based techniques as well as apply-
ing these methods in the area of testing. We call our plat-
form SearchBestie (S’Bestie for short) as an abbrevia-
tion of Search-Based Testing Environment. Since we are in
particular interested in testing of concurrent software, we
instantiate the generic platform for concurrency testing, by
linking it to the concurrency testing platform ConTest [9]
from IBM. We illustrate on a series of experiments how our
tool can be used and (despite our experiments are at the be-
ginning) also that search-based testing combined with noise
injection and repeated testing can be of interest in concur-
rency testing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section contains a short overview of the state of the art in
automatic and/or search-based testing and testing of con-
current software. Our generic search-based testing platform
S’Bestie is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes an
instantiation of S’Bestie for concurrency testing using Con-
Test. Section 5 illustrates on a series of experiments the pos-
sible uses of S’Bestie and provides an indication that search-
based testing combined with noise injection is of interest for
testing concurrent software. Section 6 concludes the paper
and discusses multiple interesting directions for future work.



2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Search-based Testing
Automation of testing is highly demanded. However, au-

tomated test cases generation is challenging. For instance,
the branch coverage problem involves finding a (partial) so-
lution to the so called path sensitisation problem that is the
problem of finding an input to drive the software down a cho-
sen path. This problem is known to be undecidable [15].
Therefore, techniques that search for near optimal test sets
in reasonable time are sought.
Search-based testing applies various search optimization

techniques to the problem of test data generation. In prin-
ciple, the test adequacy criterion is encoded as a fitness func-
tion, and an optimization technique uses this function as a
guide to achieve a maximal test adequacy. The search-based
approach is very generic because different fitness functions
can be defined to capture different test objectives.
Search techniques can be divided into local, global and

hybrid techniques. The local search techniques [21, 7] search
for a better solution of the problem in the neighbourhood of
the currently known best solution. Such techniques provide
a relatively good performance but can get stuck in a local op-
timum. The global search techniques [8, 17, 3, 26, 21] search
for a better state in the whole state space. Such methods
overcome the problem of local optima but usually need many
more states to be explored. Global search techniques are
usually implemented using evolutionary algorithms as the so
called evolutionary testing. The third class of techniques, re-
ferred as hybrid search techniques [15], tries to combine the
previous two approaches to get rid of their disadvantages.
These techniques usually provide a better performance than
global search techniques and they are able to overcome the
local optimum problem in some cases.
There have been published many works in the area of

search-based testing in the past two decades [23]. The ap-
proach has been so-far successfully applied mainly to struc-
tural testing [23], with a particular focus on generating test
inputs to achieve a maximal branch coverage, exception test-
ing [26], mutation testing [17], stress testing [3], regres-
sion testing [21], interaction testing [7], temporal testing [3],
and state machine testing [8]. According to our knowledge,
search-based testing has not been applied to concurrent test-
ing yet.
There have also appeared various tools supporting search-

based testing, such as, e.g., EvoTest [14] and JAFF [2].
Compared with these tools, S’Bestie aims at proving a higher
generality on one hand and at providing support for search-
based testing in concurrency testing on the other hand.

2.2 Finding Bugs in Concurrent Software
Despite the immense research efforts devoted to the area of

verification of concurrent software and the related area of de-
tection of concurrency bugs, no silver bullet has been found
in these areas. Among the most common approaches used
for uncovering concurrency bugs there is testing, typically
extended in some way to cope with the fact that concur-
rency bugs appear often only under very special scheduling
circumstances. To increase chances of spotting a concur-
rency bug, various ways of influencing the scheduling are
often used (apart from running the same basic test many
times). An example of this approach is random or heuristi-
cal noise injection used in the ConTest tool [9], systematic

forcing of some conditions on the program interleaving [27],
or a systematic exploration of all schedules up to some num-
ber of context switches as used in the CHESS tool [24] (with
the hope that a relatively low number of context switches is
usually sufficient to uncover a bug). In this paper, we work
towards combining ConTest and noise injection with search-
based testing in order to ease the task of finding suitable
parameters for noise injection (and also other parameters of
testing, such as the criterion when to stop repeating a given
basic test).

Another way to improve traditional testing in the area
of concurrency is to try to extrapolate the behaviour seen
within a testing run and to warn about a possible error
even if such an error was not in fact seen in the testing
run. Such approaches are called dynamic analyses. Many
dynamic analyses have been proposed for detecting special
classes of bugs, such as data races [10, 12], atomicity vio-
lations [22, 13], or deadlocks [1, 18]. These techniques may
find more bugs than classical testing, but on the other hand,
their computational complexity is usually higher and they
can also usually produce false alarms. A use of some of the
dynamic analyses within S’Bestie is an interesting subject
for the future.

An alternative to testing and dynamic analyses is the use
of various static analyses or model checking. Static analyses
try to avoid execution of the given program or to execute
it on a highly abstract level only. Various static analyses
of concurrent software exist, including light-weight analy-
ses that look for specific patterns in the code that might
lead to a bug [16] or, e.g., various dataflow-based analyses
that try to identify bugs like data races [11, 19] or dead-
locks [29]. Model checking [6] (sometimes viewed as a heavy-
weight static analysis too) tries to systematically analyze all
possible interleavings of threads in a given program (the
CHESS approach can, in fact, be seen as a form of bounded
model checking). Light-weight static analyses may produce
many false alarms, many static analyses may be specialised
to a narrow class of bugs, and heavy-weight approaches may
have troubles with scalability. There also exist approaches
that combine static and dynamic analyses in an attempt to
suppress their deficiencies [5, 20]. A use of static analyses
to help search-based testing to focus on interesting parts of
the tested code may be another interesting issue for future
research.

3. THE ARCHITECTURE OF S’BESTIE
The S’Bestie infrastructure is divided into four cooperat-

ing modules called the Manager, State space storage, Search,
and Executor. The roles and interactions of all these mod-
ules are briefly introduced in the following paragraph. Each
module is then described in more detail together with some
design and implementation notes in the following four sub-
sections.

A general overview of the structure and functioning of
the S’Bestie architecture is provided in Figure 1. The man-
ager reads a configuration file and initializes other modules.
Then, the manager enters a loop common for all search tech-
niques. The manager asks a search engine to identify a state
in the searched state space, which may be viewed as a test
and its parameters, to be explored in the next step. The
chosen state is then passed to the execution module that ex-
ecutes the appropriate test. Results of the test are collected,
and an object encapsulating the results is passed back to



Figure 1: High-level architecture of S’Bestie

the search engine as a feedback, and then stored in the state
space storage. Subsequently, a test whether pre-defined ter-
mination conditions have been fulfilled is performed. If not,
the next iteration starts, and the manager asks the search
engine to provide a next state of the state space to be ex-
plored. When the searching is over, the manager can analyze
the obtained results or export them.
The architecture is meant to be very generic and there-

fore all modules consist of two parts: an interface that com-
municates with the rest of the infrastructure and pluggable
engines that actually provide the functionality. Engines can
implement the functionality on their own or can implement
an interface to an external library or tools. Since engines
for the same module share a common interface, they can be
easily interchanged. This allows users to easily experiment
with several different testing approaches. The generality of
our architecture is also supported by the idea of building
blocks that allow to combine several pluggable engines into
more complicated engines.

3.1 The State Space Storage Module
The state space storage module encapsulates a model of

the state space being searched and stores results obtained
from the already explored states. The interface provided by
this module allows other modules to get information con-
cerning the state space and the results obtained so far.
The state space can have any number of dimensions, which

may be of several different kinds. In particular, S’Bestie
currently supports four types of dimensions: (a) boolean di-
mensions, (b) integer dimensions with given minimal and
maximal values, (c) enumeration dimensions consisting of
some number of values that can be strings, integers, and
booleans, and, finally, (d) test dimensions, which are special
dimensions containing an enumeration of tests that are used
to explore particular states.1 Each dimension contains in-
formation whether values in the dimension are considered to
be ordinal or not. Each state space must contain exactly one
test dimension. So, if the test dimension contains only one
test, the whole state space is explored using this test. How-

1We use the name “test dimensions” as testing is the main
application of S’Bestie for us. However, this does not restrict
the use S’Bestie to testing only: the special “test” dimension
can contain, in general, any functions to be run over partic-
ular states, leading to some evaluation of them, without any
restriction of what is the real meaning of these functions.

ever, for complex programs, we expect dozens of tests. We
will describe tests in more detail in the following subsection.

A state in a state space is then a vector of values from all
dimensions (one value per dimension), having the semantics
of a test and its parameters. Of course, there can be states
that are not allowed or are not interesting from the testing
point of view (e.g., some parameter does not influence the
particular test or some combination of parameters needs not
be valid for a particular test). Such combinations may be
specified2 and the search engine notified when it tries to
explore an illegal state.

When a state is explored, the executor engine produces
a result that is stored in the state space storage module.
The storage of results has the form of a map that maps
already explored states to the corresponding results. The
module can be configured to store only one result for each
state or to store a set of results. When a particular state
is explored multiple times, the user can define whether all
results are stored or only one value obtained by applying a
combination operator on the old and new result value. The
storage module currently supports three combination opera-
tors, returning the better (w.r.t. the result of a user defined
fitness function), worse, or cumulated value (obtained by
applying a user-provided function).

The result of a state exploration is a vector of values of
various kinds and meanings. Each result contains at least
two items in the vector that are introduced by S’Bestie. The
first describes whether the test passed, failed, or was inter-
rupted, and the second contains information on how long
the exploration of the state took. Other values in the vector
are considered to be problem-specific and left to the user to
be defined. For instance, in our experiments, we use results
containing two additional values where the first is a bit array
representing coverage information and the second represents
the number of errors detected during the test execution.

When dealing with search-based algorithms, a computa-
tion of the so called fitness function is important. Since
there could be several different fitness functions to be used
over a vector of values in a result, we decouple the evaluation
of fitness functions from the computation of results. There-
fore, the user can experiment with different fitness functions
without a need to change anything within the results.

The state space storage module can automatically provide
various statistical data such as the number of so far explored
states, the number of obtained results or the number of re-
sults with some specific value, coordinates of notable states
(e.g., providing the highest value of the fitness function),
cumulative results cumulated over the whole state space or
over a selected subset of states, etc. All data stored in the
state space storage module can be exported and later im-
ported. We also provide users with an interface that can be
used for further analyses of the collected results or their ex-
port to proprietary formats. Using this feature, we have,
e.g., implemented an algorithm that exports results into
data sets which can then be used in GNUPlot3 to visual-
ize the state space. We have also implemented a simple
correlation analysis among parameters and results. Another
implemented algorithm allows state spaces to be exported
into the Universal Java Matrix Library4(UJMP), to present

2For example, by a user-defined predicate—this feature is
not yet supported by S’Bestie.
3http://www.gnuplot.info/
4http://www.ujmp.org



results within a graphical interface of this library. UJMP
allows to view two dimensional matrices with annotations,
draw two dimensional graphs, and print some statistical in-
formation of the matrix or its submatrices. It also allows
to make basic transformations of the matrix, e.g., normal-
ization. From UJMP, the obtained results can further be
exported in various formats including CSV.

3.2 The Executor Module
The Executor module controls exploration of a chosen

state from the state space either by executing an external
program (e.g., a test) or by evaluating a function encoded
into a Java class. Again, the module can be divided into an
interface communicating with the rest of the infrastructure
and a pluggable engine that actually performs the compu-
tation. As was mentioned in the previous subsection, the
engine is determined by the value of the test dimension of
the particular state being explored.
To allow users to easily create more complicated engines,

a few customizable building blocks are available. The build-
ing blocks are based on three kinds of engines: (1) A task
performs some given work. Currently, tasks that execute
processes or Java processes are available. (2) A test en-
gine is very similar to a task engine with the exception that
when a test is performed, it generates a result. Therefore,
the test engine actually implements exploration of a given
state. (3) An iteration checker engine takes as its parameter
a generated result and decides whether a further exploration
is needed or not.
Based on these basic engines, several more complex en-

gines are available too: (1) A timed test encapsulates a
given test engine and if an execution of the encapsulated test
exceeds a given time bound, the execution is interrupted.
(2) A repeated test adds an iteration checker engine to a
test. The test is then executed in a loop until a termination
condition is fulfilled. One can also choose whether results
generated by the encapsulated test are stored in the state
space storage module or whether the resulting (best, worst,
cumulated) result is stored there only. (3) A composed test
allows for adding additional tasks into the encapsulated test.
One task is optionally executed before performing the test
and the second one is optionally executed after the test.
Since executing hundreds of tests is time demanding, we

also implemented a simple plug-in that imports data from
a previously explored state space. Afterwards, when the
plug-in is asked to perform a test, a result obtained within
the imported exploration is immediately returned. This way,
the experiments can be performed quite fast and the user can
analyze results instantaneously as far as the configuration of
the state space is the same and the plug-in is not asked to
return more results than are available.

3.3 The Search Module
The search module consists of an interface which is used

to cooperate with the rest of the infrastructure and a search
algorithm implemented as a plug-in which actually does the
search. A search module is called to provide the next state
that should be explored. A search engine can access the state
space storage module via an appropriate interface in order
to get information concerning the state space (dimensions,
results, statistics, etc.).
To prove the concept, we implemented three search algo-

rithms: a sequential search that explores the whole state

space in a sequential manner, a random search that ex-
plores randomly chosen (not yet explored) states, and two
versions of the well-known hill climbing (greedy) search al-
gorithm. One version of the hill climbing considers neigh-
bouring states within a selected dimension only while the
other considers neighbourhood over all dimensions.

3.4 The Manager Module
The manager module is a service module that takes care of

the initialization and finalization of S’Bestie, provides sup-
porting tools for other modules (e.g., the logging subsys-
tem), and during the exploration loop controls the flow of
data among modules. The manager module also provides
a simple interface for a communication with the user.

S’Bestie takes as input a few basic parameters (specifying,
e.g., whether to import previous results or not, etc.) and an
XML configuration file. The file contains a configuration for
all modules and is divided into 3 parts (a configuration of
the search module, the executor module, and the state space
storage module). The main part of the configuration file is
devoted to a definition of the dimensions of the state space
to explore.

The algorithm of the state space exploration in S’Bestie
was already mentioned in the beginning of this section. Let
us, however, describe it in more detail now:

1. Optionally, an initialisation task is performed before
the actual exploration begins. This task can be used
to prepare tests, e.g., compile and/or instrument the
code.

2. The search module is asked to identify a state to be
explored. Each state has the test dimension that iden-
tifies the test engine to be used for an exploration of
the state.

3. The chosen test engine is initialized and executed, tak-
ing as a parameter the state. The test generates a re-
sult.

4. The result generated by the test engine is passed to
the search module as a feedback for the search engine
and to the state space storage module to be stored.

5. Finally, the result is passed to the iteration checker
engine that decides whether a termination condition
is satisfied. If not, the execution continues by Step 2.
If the termination condition is satisfied, the execution
continues by the next step.

6. Optionally, a finalization task is performed after the
exploration. This task can be used to finalize tests,
e.g., do some post-processing of the results, remove
temporary files, etc.

There are multiple ways how the exploration loop may
end. The exploration may be finished if a global timeout
expires, the user makes the manager stop the exploration,
the search engine does not provide any state to be explored,
or the iteration checker executed at the end of each itera-
tion detects that some pre-defined termination condition has
been fulfilled. When the exploration loop is finished, the ex-
plored state space is exported to a file for further analysis.
During the exploration, another output file is being pro-
duced. This file contains a report concerning the sequence
of explored states and the corresponding achieved results



(which may itself be interesting when exploring, e.g., how a
cumulated coverage was increasing during the exploration).
When experimenting with different heuristics, one some-

times needs to perform multiple state space explorations and
to compute average values of the obtained results in order
to decrease influence of the nondeterminism present in the
used approach (e.g., when the starting point of the hill climb-
ing algorithm is chosen randomly). Therefore, our manager
module allows to set a number of times the process of ex-
ploration is performed and to collect important statistical
data from such executions. Of course, it is also possible to
subsequently analyze each exploration separately using logs
and exported data.

4. SEARCH-BASED CONCURRENCY
TESTING

The task of search algorithms in search-based testing is
to generate test data that provide the best result according
to some measure used to evaluate the success of the testing
process. The commonly used measures have often the form
of some sort of coverage. For instance, in structural search-
based testing, the measure is code or branch coverage. The
generated test data usually include a test setting (i.e., var-
ious parameters of the test) and sometimes also input data
of the program under test.
We take this general idea and apply it to testing of concur-

rent software in the following way. We extend the test data
generated by the search algorithm to contain also a configu-
ration of the ConTest infrastructure that we use to facilitate
concurrency testing. Since we focus on testing concurrency,
we use fitness functions taking into account the achieved
success in testing of concurrency (based on various coverage
measures that ConTest provides to us). Therefore, we are
able to guide search algorithms to focus on such test data
(and hence ConTest configurations) that test concurrency
better than other test data.
In the following, we shortly discuss the role of test repeti-

tion in concurrency testing. Then, the ConTest infrastruc-
ture is described, and concurrency related coverage measures
that ConTest is able to produce are introduced. Finally, we
describe how we incorporate ConTest into S’Bestie.

4.1 Test Repetition in Concurrency Testing
Testing is usually based on the idea that a test is exe-

cuted and results (or partial results) are compared with the
expected results. If the results obtained from the test cor-
respond to the expected results, the test passes. If not, the
test fails. Concurrency introduces non-determinism into the
execution, and one typically has to check that a program
produces the same results for the same inputs regardless of
which of the many legal orders of operations within the pro-
gram was used. Therefore, testing of concurrent software
is known to be very difficult since a test that has already
passed in many executions may suddenly fail just because
the order of operations during the execution differs from all
previous executions. Concurrency testing tools, like the one
used by us, therefore focus on observing different legal order-
ings of program operations during multiple executions of the
same test with an intention to find an ordering that makes
the test fail. To sum up, it is reasonable to execute a single
basic test with the same inputs multiple times.
A question is how many times the test needs to be ex-

ecuted. Our experiences show that the number of previ-
ously unseen orderings decreases with the number of exe-
cutions, which happens even when heuristics such as those
implemented in ConTest—trying to force different interleav-
ings in different executions (as described in the following
subsection)—are used. As explained below, we take these
observations into account when instantiation S’Bestie for
concurrency testing built on top of ConTest.

4.2 ConTest for Java Concurrency Testing
ConTest [9] is an advanced tool for testing, debugging,

and measuring test coverage for concurrent Java programs.
Its main goal is to expose concurrency-related bugs in paral-
lel and distributed programs, using random noise injection.
ConTest instruments the bytecode—either off-line or at run-
time during class load—and injects calls to ConTest runtime
functions at selected places. These functions sometimes try
to cause a thread switch or a delay (generally referred to as
noise). The selected places are those whose relative order
among the threads can impact the result; such as entrances
and exits from synchronised blocks, accesses to shared vari-
ables, and calls to various synchronization primitives. Con-
text switches and delays are attempted by calling methods
such as yield(), sleep(), or wait(). The decisions are
random so different interleavings are attempted at each run,
which increases the probability that a concurrency bug will
manifest. Heuristics are used to try to reveal typical bugs.
No false alarms are caused by ConTest because all interleav-
ings that occur with ConTest are legal as far as the JVM
rules are concerned. ConTest itself does not know that an
error occurred. This is left to the user or the test framework
to discern, exactly as they do without ConTest.

ConTest provides a possibility to measure several cover-
age measures during execution. Besides typical measures
related to code coverage (method and basic block coverage),
ConTest is able to produce also three concurrency related
coverage measures: shared variable coverage, coverage of
concurrent pairs of events, and synchronization coverage.

The shared variable coverage measure [4] considers as the
so called coverable tasks (i.e., units of the coverage criterion)
variables that might be shared. A task is covered within
an execution if an instance of the corresponding variable
has been accessed by two or more different threads during
the execution. This information is important for system
designers but does not provide much indication concerning
how well the program is tested.

In the case of coverage of concurrent pairs of events [4],
each coverable task is composed of a pair of program loca-
tions that are assumed to be encountered consecutively in
a run and a third field that is true or false. It is false iff
the two locations are visited by the same thread and true
otherwise—that is, true means that there occurred a con-
text switch between the two program locations. This con-
currency coverage model provides two important pieces of
information: (a) Tasks containing the false value provide
code coverage information and (b) tasks containing the true
value provide concurrency coverage information about con-
text switches that occur at some places.

The synchronization coverage model [27] focuses directly
on the synchronization primitives used, and, in particular,
on whether they do something “interesting”. The coverage
model consists of tasks that describe all possible “interest-
ing” behaviours of selected synchronization primitives. For



instance, in the case of a synchronized block (defined using
the Java keyword synchronized), the related tasks are: syn-
chronization visited, synchronization blocking, and synchro-
nization blocked. The synchronization visited task is basi-
cally just a code coverage task. The other two are reported
when there is an actual contention between synchronized
blocks—when a thread t1 reached a synchronized block A
and stopped because another thread t2 was inside a block
B synchronized on the same lock. In this case, block A is
reported as blocked, and block B as blocking (both, in addi-
tion, as visited). The synchronization primitives for which
synchronization coverage is currently handled by ConTest
are synchronized blocks and calls of Object.wait().

4.3 Concurrency Testing in S’Bestie
We have combined ConTest with S’Bestie in order to al-

low search-based testing of concurrent software. We use con-
currency coverage measures described in the previous sub-
section for detecting whether there is some progress when
testing with some test data and also as inputs for comput-
ing fitness functions describing how well the program was
exercised. To allow all this, we implemented the following
plug-ins of S’Bestie.
First, we have implemented a task plug-in that executes

the ConTest’s off-line instrumentation on a selected code.
We use the off-line instrumentation because it allows us to
collect a list of coverable tasks for particular coverage mod-
els. This task is usually executed by the manager module
before the main exploration loop is executed.
We have also implemented a specialised ConTest test plug-

in which: (1) produces a configuration of ConTest for a par-
ticular run, based on values of the dimensions of a particular
state to be explored, (2) executes a test in a separate Java
process using ConTest with the given settings, (3) produces
a result which may include some of the ConTest’s measures
of concurrent code coverage (depending on the user’s choice).
The achieved coverage is encoded in the form of a binary vec-
tor with an entry for each coverable task, which can easily
be used for further manipulations, including the computa-
tion of fitness functions or the computation of cumulated re-
sults. In addition, we combined this plug-in with unhandled
exception detection. The result generated by the ConTest
plug-in therefore contains concurrency coverage information
together with a number of detected unhandled exceptions.
Finally, we have used the repeated test building block from

the executor module to implement an iterative checker for
a repeated application of the same basic ConTest test from
above. The iterative checker computes a difference between
the last cumulated result and the cumulated result obtained
some pre-defined number of iterations before. If the dif-
ference falls below a pre-defined threshold, the iteration is
finished. The threshold can be set absolutely or relatively
to the number of already covered tasks.
Features that were described above allow us to apply struc-

tural search-based black-box testing if standard code cover-
age measures are used, and what is more important, they
also provide us with a platform for applying search tech-
niques on concurrent software.

5. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we provide an illustration of experiments

that can easily be performed with S’Bestie. We focus on
experiments from the area of concurrency testing and we

Program Classes kLOC SynchroC kCPairsC
Airlines 2 0.1 6 0.8
WebCrawler 19 1.2 47 15.6
FTPServer 120 12 22 180.4

Table 1: Programs used for experiments

try to not only demonstrate capabilities of S’Bestie but also
to pinpoint various specifics of concurrency testing that can
be of interest for future research on search-based testing of
concurrent programs.

5.1 Experimental Setup
For our experiments, we used three concurrent programs

containing concurrency bugs. Table 1 provides basic data
concerning all three examples: the number of classes, the
number of lines of code (in thousands), the number of dif-
ferent tasks of synchronization coverage (synchroCoverage)
that were in total covered by our tests, and the number of
tasks of coverage of concurrent pairs of events (concurrent-
PairsCoverage) that were in total covered within our tests
(in thousands). We use the numbers of tasks presented in
Table 1 as the numbers of coverable tasks in the following
since the exact number of coverable tasks cannot be easily
determined.

The first program, called Airlines, is a simple, artifi-
cial program that demonstrates a bug caused by a missing
synchronization of an operation that decrements a shared
integer variable. When the program is started, it creates
a flight with a predefined capacity (set to 150 in our case).
Then, a predefined number of threads is executed each mod-
eling a ticket seller. Each ticket seller decrements the free
capacity of the flight by one until there is no seat available
in the flight. Most ticket sellers use a correct synchroniza-
tion protocol and a few do not. Finally, a number of sold
tickets is compared with the flight capacity, and if they do
not match, an exception is thrown. This exception can be
used to track whether an error occurred during a particular
execution.

The two other programs are real life case studies (see, e.g.,
for more detail [20]). WebCrawler is a part of an older version
of a major IBM production software. The crawler creates
a set of threads waiting for a connection. If a connection
simulated by a testing environment is established, a worker
thread serves it. There is a bug in a method that is called
when the crawler shuts down. The bug causes an exception
that can be tracked. The bug is so tricky that it reveals very
rarely (approximately once in 10 thousand of executions).

The second real-life example is a development version of
an open-source FTPServer produced by Apache. The server
creates a new worker thread for each new incoming connec-
tion to serve it. The version of the server we used contains
several data races that can cause an exception. Since the ex-
ception is thrown within the worker thread, more than one
exception can arise during one execution. We set a time-
out to the server so it shuts down after a certain amount
of time. This is a different approach to the two previous
examples where the amount of work that the threads had to
process was constant.

The state spaces we dealt with in our experiments contain
7 dimensions and 2200 or 1760 states as can be seen in Ta-



Dimension Type Ord Num.items
CTNoiseFreqency enum of int Y 11
CTNoiseType enum of str N 5
CTHaltThread boolean Y 2
CTTimeoutTamper boolean Y 2
CTSharedVarNoise boolean Y 2
NumThreads enum of int Y 5 (4)
Test test N 1

Table 2: State spaces used in experiments

ble 2. Let us shortly describe all the dimensions. The dimen-
sions starting with CT are parameters of ConTest. The CT-
NoiseFrequency setting tells ConTest how often some noise
should be caused. ConTest allows the frequency to be set
by a number between 0 (no noise at all) and 1000 (noise
all the time). Since dealing with this full range of values
would lead to a huge state space, we decided to restrict
this dimension to contain only 11 values (0, 100, . . . , 900,
1000). The CTNoiseType setting tells ConTest what kind of
noise generator to use. There are 5 possible values (yields,
sleeps, waits, synchY ields, and mixed, which each time
randomly chooses one of the four previous ones). The re-
maining three parameters CTHaltThread, CTTimeoutTam-
per, and CTSharedVarNoise enable (or disable) three heuris-
tics that ConTest uses to identify places where to put noise.
The NumThreads dimension is not related to ConTest, it
is a parameter of the tested applications—namely, it speci-
fies how many competing threads to execute (or how many
clients may connect to the FTPServer concurrently). The
values of this setting are 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 2, 4, 8, 16 in the
case of the FTPServer (giving 1760 states for this program).
The Test dimension contains tests that can be executed.
Hence our setup contains only one test for each program,
the size of this dimension is 1.
Experiments with the first two programs were performed

on Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 with 2 GB RAM and experi-
ments with the third one on 2xIntel Xeon X5355 with 64
GB RAM. The amount of memory present on the testing
machines was not limiting for us because our infrastructure
used on average 60 MB of RAM to store the whole state
spaces.

5.2 Exploring Selected States
As was already pinpointed in Section 4.1, concurrency

testing differs from the classic testing mainly in the fact
that a repeated execution of the same test can produce dif-
ferent results. As our initial experiment, we use the ability
of S’Bestie to easily explore different chosen states a given
number of times and to store the (accumulated) results as
well as the history of their values to demonstrate this fact
and to explore it in more detail. To do so, we direct S’Bestie
to repeatedly execute the same test for a predefined num-
ber of times (set to 100) and collect changes in concurrency
coverage after the particular executions.
Figures 2 and 3 show three different curves representing

cumulative values of concurrentPairsCoverage that we ob-
tained with 3 different configurations of ConTest in the Air-
lines and FTPServer examples. One configuration executes
the test without ConTest noise injection5, another with Con-

5Note that ConTest routines collecting coverage information

Test noise enabled (CTNoiseFrequency set to 600, CTNoise-
Type set to mixed), and yet another with ConTest noise
enabled (600, mixed) and the CTSharedVariable heuristic
enabled. The cumulative value of concurrentPairsCoverage
allows us to see the progress of testing because it increases
each time a test captures a behaviour that has not been seen
before.

The graphs show that some configurations of ConTest can
significantly increase the efficiency of testing while others
can actually decrease it because the noise is caused in un-
suitable places or there is too much noise put in too many
locations (which is the case of our experiment). Note that
the influence of the different heuristics is different in the two
figures which is an illustration of a more general fact that
each program is specific and needs a different setting of Con-
Test in order to achieve a better coverage, which gives space
for search-based techniques to identify such settings.

As can be seen, the difference between consecutively ob-
tained values of cumulative coverage usually decreases with
the number of iterations. Another interesting observation
that can be seen especially from the graph in Figure 2 is
that at some points, the cumulative coverage makes shoul-
ders (i.e., for a certain number of executions, the coverage
remains constant and then starts growing again). Look, for
instance, at samples 18 to 27 of the case when ConTest noise
is disabled. The existence of shoulders is a sensitive issue
when using the iteration checker described in Section 4.3.
This checker stops iterating when the difference between n
last cumulative results falls below a predefined threshold. If
possible (e.g., based on experience from previous tests), the
parameter n should be estimated with respect to the size of
the shoulders. If n is chosen to be lower than the size of
a typical shoulder plus one, the iteration checker may pre-
maturely stop the iteration on some shoulder. On the other
hand, setting n to a too high value may cause the iteration
checker to iterate too many times with no effect.

Note also that when a test which is insensitive of concur-
rency is repeatedly executed, the cumulative value of con-
currentPairsCoverage remains constant all the time. This
can be used to identify such tests and to stop their repeated
execution.

In the case of synchroCoverage, the number of coverable
tasks is very low in our experiments as shown in Table 1.
Therefore, the cumulative coverage based on synchroCov-
erage contains more shoulders, and the differences between
configurations of ConTest are relatively small as can be seen
in Figure 5.

5.3 Analysing Entire State Spaces
S’Bestie can also be easily used to explore an entire state

space and collect the results for a further analysis—such an
analysis can be useful, e.g., for choosing suitable test param-
eters for repeated testing, for testing similar applications, or
when collected from a subspace of a larger state space, for
driving further testing of the given application.

To illustrate various possibilities of using data collected by
S’Bestie from some state space, we first show how the depen-
dence of the cumulative value of concurrentPairsCoverage
on test configurations can be analysed. We choose the We-
bCrawler case study for this purpose. The results obtained

already represent some noise injected into the execution and
therefore the concurrency coverage with really no noise may
slightly differ.
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Figure 2: Influence of noise in the Airlines example
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Figure 3: Influence of noise in the FTPServer case
study

from the WebCrawler case study can be arranged as shown
in Figure 4. The y-axis represents cumulative values of the
coverage while the x-axis represents the used test configura-
tion. The x-axis, in fact, comprises the 6-dimensional state
space described in Table 2, which is collapsed as follows.
By (manually) analysing the data obtained from S’Bestie,
we have discovered that the parameter mostly influencing
the coverage in this case is CTSharedVarNoise. CTShared-
VarNoise is therefore used as the most significant parame-
ter for ordering of configurations—the left half of the pic-
ture corresponds to the points in the state space where CT-
SharedVarNoise is disabled while the right half to the points
where CTSharedVarNoise is enabled. The second most in-
fluencing parameter is CTNoiseType. The 1st and the 6th
”hill” from the left in the picture corresponds to the mixed
noise, the 2nd and the 7th correspond to the sleep noise, the
3rd and the 8th to the synchYields noise, the 4th and the
9th to the waits noise, and the 5th and the 10t to the yields
noise. The last parameter that has a visible influence on
coverage is CTNoiseFrequency—the frequency ranges from
0% for the left part of the hills to 100% for their right part
(with 10% steps). When the noise frequency is set to zero,
the noise type has no influence (one can see that each hill
starts with a dip). Other parameters (i.e., NumThreads,
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Figure 4: Dependence of cumulative coverage on
test configurations in WebCrawler

CTTimeoutTamper, and CTHaltThread) have no visible in-
fluence on the coverage.

Based on the above results, one can easily deduce how to
set parameters of ConTest in order to achieve good values of
cumulative coverage for applications similar to WebCrawler:
(1) disable CTSharedVarNoise, (2) choose the mixed, sleeps,
or waits type of noise, (3) generate noise with high frequency,
(4) select other parameters arbitrarily.

5.4 Exploring Already Explored State Spaces
S’Bestie can also be used for a repeated exploration of al-

ready explored state spaces based on the results stored from
a previous exploration. This functionality can be useful for
speeding up experiments with various searching strategies
since the actual exploration of particular states is no more
needed—we will get back to this in the next subsection.

The possibility to explore already explored state spaces
can further be used, for instance, for finding good ways of
traversing the given state space with respect to various crite-
ria, taking into account the knowledge of results for all other
states (which cannot be done within a regular search which
knows about the so far explored states only). The discov-
ered strategy can then be used, e.g., for repeated tests, for
testing similar applications, or as an etalon for comparing
with various studied search strategies.

We illustrate the above possibility on trying to identify
a good sequence of states whose cumulated exploration cov-
ers as many concurrency coverage tasks as possible in our
case studies. We use the following algorithm implemented
on top of S’Bestie to find such a sequence of states. The
algorithm takes the single state that covered the most tasks
and computes cumulated values of this state when combined
with all other states. The tuple that provides the best cu-
mulated value is passed to the next iteration where a triple
providing the best cumulated value is computed and so on.
Our results show that by combining of a very small number
of ConTest configurations, we are able to cover most of the
program behavior.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the synchroCoverage mea-
sure within 900 executions of the WebCrawler case study
when a sequence of ConTest configurations identified by the
above described algorithm is used compared to a random
sequence of configurations. It demonstrates the situation
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CPairsC SynchroC
Program Best Rand. Best Rand.
Airlines 16 563 1 1
WebCrawler 598 2200 2 74
FTPServer 1126 1760 2 1690

Table 3: The number of iterations needed to reach
the 100% coverage of coverable tasks through testing
a sequence of states

captured in Table 3, namely, that using the sequence of con-
figurations obtained by the algorithm described in the pre-
vious paragraph, we obtain the 100% coverage of coverable
tasks within the first 35 executions: 20 executions of the first
ConTest configuration and the rest with the second ConTest
configuration—hence, the 100% coverage is obtained within
2 first configurations. A randomly chosen sequence of Con-
Test configurations reached the 100% coverage in 817 exe-
cutions using 74 ConTest configurations. Table 3 shows the
results for concurrentPairsCoverage and for our other case
studies too. It can be seen that in general it is much easier
to reach the 100% coverage of synchroCoverage than con-
currentPairsCoverage. One can also see that a very small
number of suitably chosen ConTest configurations can cover
all interesting behavior of the program.

5.5 Using a Local Search Approach
One of the main goals of S’Bestie is to support applications

of or experiments with different search techniques. In this
section, we demonstrate the ability of S’Bestie to be used to
compare two search heuristics. Despite the results we obtain
from the experiments are preliminary (and the main goal was
to demonstrate that S’Bestie can be used to perform this
kind of experiments), the results also indicate that there is
a real potential in using search-based techniques in testing
of concurrent software.
In our experiment, we compare a simple hill climbing al-

gorithm with a random search algorithm described in Sec-
tion 3.3. We accelerated these experiments using the execu-
tor plug-in that imports a previously explored state space.
As mentioned already in the previous subsection, this solu-
tion allows us to compare these two searching approaches
because both of them explore the same state space. This

CPairsC SynchroC
Program Iter Hill Rand Iter Hill Rand
Airlines 344 25% 17% 326 100% 100%
WebCrawler 366 36% 16% 371 14% 16%
FTPServer 277 11% 22% 301 29% 21%

Table 4: Results of searching for the best configura-
tion

cannot be achieved by executing real tests containing con-
currency because of the nondeterminism in execution of con-
current software. We have also made the manager module
to perform multiple state space explorations using the same
heuristics in a loop (with 100 iterations) in order to get av-
erage values as was described in Section 3.4.

We choose to search for a suitable configuration of Con-
Test that provides the best coverage. To achieve this goal,
we set the fitness function used by the hill climbing algo-
rithm to represent a cumulated number of tasks covered in
the particular state of the state space. The testing scenario
was as follows: First, we identified the maximal value that is
possible to reach (the best state in the state space). Then,
we ran the hill climbing algorithm 100 times and got the av-
erage number of steps that hill climbing needed to reach the
optimum (or local optimum). After each exploration, we
also checked whether the algorithm reached the optimum.
Finally, we ran the random search algorithm also 100 times
and counted the number of times the algorithm found the
optimum.

Table 4 summarizes our results. Column Iter shows how
many states were explored on average by our hill climb-
ing algorithm until the optimum was reached and two other
columns show the percentage in which the algorithms found
the optimum. Results for both considered coverage measures
are provided. It can be seen that in 3 cases, the hill climb-
ing algorithm beats the random approach, and in 2 cases, it
does not. In the case of the Airlines example and the syn-
chroCoverage measure, many states represent the optimum
and therefore both algorithms reached 100%. The number
of iterations in the case of FTPServer is lower because the
state space itself is smaller (1760 states), and hence the hill
climbing algorithm did not generate so many neighbours in
each step.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have described S’Bestie, a generic, open-source frame-

work that we have proposed and implemented for exper-
imenting with search-based techniques and, in particular,
their applications in software testing. Moreover, we have
instantiated S’Bestie for use in the area of concurrency test-
ing by linking it with the ConTest infrastructure. We have
illustrated capabilities of our framework on a number of ex-
periments, which we have chosen such that they also illus-
trate that using search-based techniques in the context of
concurrency testing is a promising direction.

As for the future work, there may be identified two main
directions. The first is to improve our platform and the sec-
ond is to focus on developing new heuristics and techniques
for efficient testing of concurrency in complex software.

Regarding the first direction of improving the S’Bestie in-
frastructure, the possible steps may include:



• Implementing interfaces between S’Bestie and chosen
libraries providing local and global search algorithms.
This should provide interested users with a wide range
of algorithms to use and show them how to implement
an interface between S’Bestie and their favourite algo-
rithms.

• Adding support for unit testing and tools that are used
for unit testing such as, for instance, TestNG and JU-
nit. The intention is to provide a simple import pro-
cedure that would take existing tests of an application
and process them such that they could easily be used
in S’Bestie.

• Adding a support for dealing with state spaces that do
not fit into the main memory and also for distributed
exploration of the state spaces with the aim of obtain-
ing a robust and scalable testing tool.

• Improving user interfaces of S’Bestie and allowing users
to analyze and visualize interesting parameters

Concerning the second work direction of developing new
heuristics and techniques for efficient testing of concurrency
in complex software, the following interesting issues may be
considered:

• ConTest provides, besides the already described fea-
tures, also a listeners architecture [25] that allows one
to incorporate algorithms for dynamic analysis into
the exploration process. Combining dynamic analy-
ses with search-based testing is an interesting direction
that could allow one to further increase the number of
uncovered bugs.

• Another promising application of our infrastructure
could be in searching where to put noise. As was de-
scribed in [28], the problem of putting noise at the right
place in order to locate a concurrency bug can be very
hard. We can create a dimension containing all pro-
gram locations where it can be interesting to put some
noise (identified, e.g., by some static analysis) and let
a search algorithm to find such a combination of loca-
tions where to put noise such that a bug is revealed.

• In general, our infrastructure currently does black-box
testing of concurrent software6. We would like to in-
corporate into the testing process also some static anal-
yses that could be used to pinpoint interesting places
in the program to focus on.

• Finally, our experiences show that S’Bestie is able to
produce a huge number of results which might be inter-
esting to analyze using data mining algorithms. There-
fore, we plan to interconnect our state space storage
module with a database and use data mining algo-
rithms to identify interesting knowledge out of the re-
sults.
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